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A DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE BAND f 

TRAJECTORIES FROM THE REACTION 1T+P-W~++ 

** w. F. Buh!, G. Gida!, D. F. yrether, W. Ko, 
M. Alston-Garnjost, A. Barbaro-qaltieri. G. R. Lynch, 

and-F. T Solmitz 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, Calif<?rnia 

ABSTRACT 

We present results of two high-statistics bubble chamber measure

" ments of the, reaction 1T + P - w· ~ ++ at incident momenta of 2.67 and 

7.1 GeV / c. The energy dependence of the natural parity exchange pro-

jection gives a Regge trajectory consistent with the accepted p trajec-
" . 

tory. The unnatural parity exchange projection gives a B trajectory 

consistent with ou~ current knowledge of the pion trajectory. 

* . Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Ato"mic Energy 

Commission. 

r~J.::!~· 
Present Address: Department of Physics, University of California, 

Davis, California. 
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. We report therestilts of two hjgh-statistics bubble chamber mea

surements of the differential cross section and w· decay angular distri~ 

butions for the reaction IT+P - w~l:;.++ at ,the incident momenta of 2.67 

and 7.1 GeV / c. The data are analyzed in terms of the quantum number's 

exchanged in the t-channel. The w decay distributions are used to pro

ject out the exchange contributions of specific spin-parity series and w 

helicities. The high statistics allows us to use the energy dependence 

at several values of the mom~ntum transfer to calculate the corre-
, . 

sponding effective Regge trajectories. 

The measurements are based on a 300K'picture (2.67 GeV/c) ex

posure of the 25 inch hydrogen bubble chamber _at the Bevatron and a 

700K picture (7.1 GeV/c}-exposure of the 82 inch bubble chamber at 

+ + +-SLAe. The four-prong events were fit to the hypothesis IT p-lT plT IT lT e
.-

At 2.67 GeV/c events s';'tisfying the 1-e hypothesis were additionally 

constrained to the 2-e hypothesis IT+P,_ IT+pwfoHowed by W-lT+lT-lT·~ 
2 2 , " > 

The criterion X (2e) - X (1e):s 10 was then used to defme the w sample. 

At 7.1 GeV / c the w 'sample was defined by the mass interval 0: 760 

GeV:S M(lT+lT-lTO )< 0.805 GeV. At both momenta the mass hlterval 

+ ++ 1.16 GeV :S M(lT p) :S ,1.28 GeV was then used to select l:;. events. 

Further details about the measurement, constraint, and normalization 

are described elsewhere [1,2], but a brief summary of the results is 

given in table 1-

, For the total and differential cross sections a detailed background 

subtraction was made. For the decay-- angular distributions no correc-

++ . / tion for background was made. The selected w· e:. sample at 7.1 GeV c 

contains about 8% background b~l0W the mome~tu~ transfer I t.1 = 0.7 

(GeV/c)2 and about 16% f~r the higher I tl values. The sample at 

2.67 GeV/c contains about 200/0 background below I t\ ::: 0.8 (GeV/c)2, 

-2 -

rising to about 40% for the higher I t I values. The background isap-

d . b t db· A ++ and A ++ non w· proximately evenly istn u e etween w non ~ ~ 

events. 

In order to isolate the contributions to the cross sectionof a given 

spin-parity series, we form the following combinations [3,4]: 

(a) POO dO' /dt measures the w hE;!licity non-flip unnatural parity (B) 

exchange. 

(b) (P1,1 + P ) dO' /dt measu'res the w helicity flip natural parity 1, -1 

(p) excnange. 

:'(c) (p 1 '-P
1 

1)dO'/dt measures the w helicity flip unnatural parity 1. ,-

(B) exchange. 

(d) 'Letting P + = P1 ,1 + Pi, -1' the' fraction of natural parity exchange, 

~e form P + /(1-p +), which measures the ratio of natural parity exchange 

to unnatural parity exchange; this ratio is independent of the normali-

zation problems associated- with dO' /dt. 

In these expressions, flOO and (PL 1 - Pi, -1) maybe ev"aluated in 

either the t-channel or s-channel hel-icity frame; (Pl, 1 + Pi, -1) and 

+ + ' . '. . the ratio P /(1-p ) are frame Independent. The above combmabons 

are shown in fig. 1 for both momenta. A shoulder is observed in 

t - / 2 POO dO' /dt (fig. 1b) around t = - 0.3(GeVc).. Structure in this same t 

[5 8] . 11' t region is generally observed in this reaction - ,especla y 10 P
OO

' 

~he combination p+/(1,.p+) (fig. 2a) shows that for all t values the 

fraction of natural paritY exchange is substantially greater at 7.1 GeV/ c 

than at 2.67 GeV/c. Discussion of some other fE:ature~ of figs. 1 and 2 

is deferred to a later section. 

We obtain effective trajectories from the relation 

Piab (dO' /dt)c = G(t) v2aeff; ',= (s-u)/2, (1) 
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where (dO'jdt)c refers to one of the above combinations of density -

Il1atrices arid differential croSs section. Assuming eq. (1) for both , 

natural and unnatural parity exchange, it is readily shown that 

. 2(0' -a ) 
p+/(1-p+)=H(t) v' N Ueff 

where aN and aU refer to natural and unnatural parity exchange, 

respectively. For a given t value. the log of the left-hand side or' 

(2) 

eq. 1 or 2 is plotted against the log of v. The slope of a straight line 

fit ~o the data points yields 2· a eff at that/ t value. In fig. 3 we show such 

plots at sample t values for (P1,1 + Pi, -'1) dO'/dt, p+/(1-p+) and 

t Poo dO' /dt. The v values are for our data together with published data 

at 3.7[5].5.0[6].5.5[7], and 11:7[8] GeV/c. 

The' results of a least-squares fit (to obtain 2· a ) are shown for 
, eff , 

each plot[ 9]. It is clear that the high statistics data presented in this 

paper dominate these fits. It is interesting that (as previously indicated 

in fig. 2a) at all values of momentum transfer the fraction of natural 

parity exchange increases markedly with incident momentum. This 

effect has .also been
1
0bserved[ 12] in the reaction'IT-p_won and is ex

pected if the higher-lying tr~jectorie~ dominate at high energies. 

Figure 4a shows the results f.9r the effective trajectory from 

(P1,1 + P1,-1) dO'/dt. The data are in remarkable agreement, with the 

accepted p trajectory[ 13] (dashed line in fig.4a) of 0.57 + 0.91t. A 
" . 
least-squares fit of the data points [ 14] to the expression aft) = a +0" t - 0 

yields 

a
p 

::: (0.56 ± 0.10)+ (0. 78±0.31)t; 00'0 00" ::: 0.029. 

Figure 4b shows (aN-aU)efffrom p+/(1-p+). The slope is rather "

small; ~a least-squares fit yields 

(aN-aU) ::: (0.52±0.11) + (0.18±0.32)t; 00'060" := 0.033. 
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To obtain aU' we form aU = a p - (aN-aU)' where we take a p to be a 

nominal trajectory of 0.57 + 0.91t. The subtraction is made point by 

point with th~ results shown in fig. 4c. This plot is taken as a measure 

of the B-meson trajectory. A least-squares fit yields 

a
B 

= (0.05±0.11) +_(0.73±0.32)t. 

This result has rather attractive features as a candidate for the B 

trajectory. It passes close to a = 0 and t ::: O,as would be expected 

from 'IT-B exchange degeneracy. 'Further, for a B of spin-parity of 1+. 

the trajecto-ry passes quite close to the B mass in the unphysi'cal t 

region. Estimates of the effective 'IT trajectory from pp-nli++,lioA++ 

ha~e always indicated a relatively flat 'IT trajectory with- inter~ept near 

zero. The results of more recent determinations of the effective 

'IT trajectory using p~O dO' /dt for th'e reaction 'IT-P- pOn-between 4.5 and 

17.2 GeV / c [ 15] , ,us ing compilations' of data for the re actions 

+ • ++ + * ++[ , 'IT P -p li and K p - KO A 16], and using the reaction yn- 'IT-P 

with pol~rized photons [ 17:] are in substantial agreement with our re

suit. 

The method of determining the 'above value of the B trajectory has 

the ad~antage that it does not depend on cross-section normalization. 

It has the disadvantage of incorporating a nominal value for the p tra

jectory.Figure 4d ~hows a eff from P~O dO' /dt, which depends on' cross

section normalization, but not tl).e nominal p. The data points give the 

same general trend as for 4c. A least-squares fit[ 18] yields 

(0.0±0.08) + (0.59±0.23)t; OCt 00" ::: 0.017. _ 0 
/, 

The close agreement between this and the previous result is basically 

I a consistency check on both the data and the assumption that the reaction 

'is dominated by B + P exchange. 
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rn obta1nmg the effective p and B trajectories we have 'necessarily 

ignored the possible effects of absorption on our reaction. If (P1; 1 + 

P1. -1) dO' /dt could be completely explained by p-pole exchange. we would 

expect to see a dip in this distributionnear~t= -,0;6 (GeV/c)2 (fig. 1d), 

but no significant dip is evident. Figure 2a shows that the natural 

parity exchange contribution becomes very small in the region of the 

expected dip. making the observation of such a dip difficult in most 

experiments. The abJsence of such a dj,p could also be the result of 

absorptive corrections filling in the dip. This would be in accordance 

with an empirical rule which states that amplitudes involving no net 

helicity flip in the s-channel (n = 0) have strong absorptive corrections, 

while those involving one unit ofhelidtyflip (n = 1) are' only weakly 

affected by absorption. If we assume that the p chooses' Unit helicity 

flip 'at the nucleon vertex [ 19.Z0] then (P1, 1 + P1; -1) dO'/dt should in

volve n = 0, Z, and therefore inClude strong absorptive effects. The 

status of n = Z ynth respect to absorption is unclear. Chiu[20] has 

proposed that pt -1 should pass throu,gh zero when the P trajectory 

passes through zero if the n '= 2 amplitude is not strongly affected by 

absorption. The quantity p:', -1 is shown in fig. Zb.' It does pass ,through 

zero near t,= - 0.6 (GeV/c)Z, but the crossing point moves tb higher It I 

with increasing in,c;ident momentum. 

In conclusion, we have determined the' effective p and B trajectories 

from the reaction TT + P - w~ ++. The p trajectory is in good agreement::: '. 

with that determined from TT - P--' Tr°n. - The B trajectory is consistent 

with what is known about the effective'TT trajectory. Although the data 

indicate that absorption effects may.be present, the above agreement 

and_the self-consistency of the B trajectory determination lead us to 

expect that the' efiective trajectory calculation may still be reliable. 

,-6-
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Table 1. Summary, of experimental results 

2.67 GeV Lc 7.1 GeVLc 

Number of pictures 300000 700000 

Events/\-Lb 4.31 42.8 

No. of scanned four-prongs 36500 446000 

No. + + - ° of 1T p1T 1T 1T events 12380 86000 

+ + +- 3.29::1::0.17 2.16::1::0.09 0' (1T P - 1T p1T 1T 1TO )mb 
\ 

No. of w6 ++ events selected 3497a 287Za 

,+ ++ a hr p - ~6 )mb 0.96::1:: 0.05 0.165::1::0.014 

aThese are the samples used in ~tudying the decay angular distributions 

of the woo -No background correction or any attempt to correct for the 

difference in selection procedures has been made. 
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Figure Caption-s 

Fig. 1. Differential cross section 'projections as a function of t at 

2.67 GeV/c (dotted error bars) a~d 7.1 GeV/c (solid error bars). 

(a) dO' / dt 

(b) P~'o dO' /dt for P~o evaluated in the t-channel helicity frame. 

t t / (c) (P1,1 - Pi, -1) dO' dt 

(d) (P 1 ,1 + Pt.-i) dO'/dt, which is frame independent 

(e) P~o da/dt for P~o evaluated in the s-channel helicity frame 

s s / (f) (P1,1 - P1,-1)dO' dt. 

Fig. 2. (a) p+/(1-p+), where p+ =P1 ,1 + P1,~1 and is frame independent. 

s 
(b) Pi, -1' 

Fig. 3: Samples of ,the effective trajectory calculations at t= - 0.175, 

-0.35()" and -0.600 (GeV/c)2. The solid lines,are from least'..squares 

fits to the data points. The data from this experiment (2.67, 7.1 
'I 

GeV/c) are shown as dots. 

(a';'c) P:ab (Pi, 1 + Pi, -1) dO' /dt vs. v, where v = (s-u)/2. In order , 
of increasing v, the data points are for incident momenta 2.67, 3.7, 

5.0, 5.5, 7.1, and 11.7-GeV/c. 

+ ( + 
(d-f) P /(1 + P ) vs. v. -

'2 t 
(g-i) Plab POO dO' /dt vs. v. 

Fig. 4. Effective trajectories. The solid curves are linear fits to those 

data points with solid error bars. 

eff 2 
(a) aN vs. t from Plab (P1,1 + Pi, -1) da/dt. The dashed curve 

(b) 

is a nominal p-meson trajectory of a = 0.57 + 0.91t. The fit 
- ' , . p 

gives a . = (0.56::1::0.10) + (0.78::1::0.31)t. 
p 
eff _ + + l 

(aN-aU) vs. t from P (1-p ), where aN and aU refer to tra-

jectories corresponding to naturaL'and unnatural parity exchange 

-respectively. The fit gives (aN-aU) = (0.52::1::0.11)+ (0.18::1::0.32)t. 
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(c) a p - (aN-aU)eff vs. t, where a p is the nominal p trajectory-of 

O.S7+0.91t and (aN-au)eff is the same as in (b). The fit/gi~es 

a
B 

= (O.OS±O.11) + (O.73±O.32)t. 

eff 2/ t / 
(d) aU vs. t from Plab PO~ dO' dt. The fit gives 

\ 

a
B 

= (O.O±O.08) + (O.S9±O.23)t. 

/' 
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